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1 - Sonic`s Super Short Adventure!

one day sonic and tails where playng in the street when a car came ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
they screamed just then shadow zoomed in grabbed them and caried them to dr. eggman`s laboratory
eggman: good job shadow now bring me knukles and amy!! shadow: yes master as you wish. and with
that he zoomed off to get the others
sonic:grrr let us go eggman!!!!!!!
tails:sonic ya know he`s not gonna listen..........
sonic:i guess your right.... ok eggman you win he said with a sharp grin
eggman im glad you see it my way sonic! i order you to go and help shadow gather the others! just then
shadow zoomed back with amy and knukles
amy:SONIC HELP!!!!!!!!!!
eggman:sonic has turned to the dark side amy!
amy: sonic.........
sonic gave amy and knukles a sharp grin
sonic:eggman you are so dumb!!! you think that i`d really join you??!!
eggman:.....................................
sonic:seeya eggman!!!!!!!!! with that tails started flying. then sonic grabbed tail`s feet,amy grabbed
sonic,and knukles grabbed amy
amy:weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!
tails:i can`t hold on much longer!!!!!!!! tails then stopped flying and they all fell in different places on
earth!
all:aaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
h........................
all:where am i??!! where are the others??!!
amy: sooooooooooooonnnnnnnniiiiiiicccc!!!!!!!
tails:knuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuukkkkkkkkkllllllleeeesssssss!!!!!
knukles: taaaaaiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllsssssssssss!!!!!!!!!
all: where are you!!!!!!!!!!!
sonic:oh no!!!!!!!! we must have split up when we fell!!!!!
tails:sonic! i can here you!!!!!!!!
sonic:of course you can remember our comunicators we brought with us!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
tails: no i forgot mine!!
sonic: oh hi tails!!!!!!! we fell next to eachother!
tails:cool but what about the others???!!!
knukles: amy!!!!!!!!!
amy: hey knukles we landed next to echother!!!
knukles: no time to talk amy we gotta find sonic and tails!!
with that they all started looking for eachother all over the world until........ SMACK!!!!
all:ooooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh..........
amy:SONIC!!!!!!!!
tails:KNUUUUUUUKLES
sonic:comon you guys we gotta eggman!!!
tails:sonic! somethings wrong with shadow!! he would`nt ussually do that!!



sonic:tails your right! we gotta find him!
just then eggman came!!
sonic:eggman! you saved me the trouble of finding you!!
eggman:HEY thats my line!!
eggman:no matter shadow take care of sonic!
shadow:as you wish eggman!
then shadow took sonic and his friends and went into the woods
shadow:are you guys alright?
all:.....................................
sonic:shadow!! i thought you where on eggman`s team!
shadow:don`t expect anything!
well eggman got away but at least sonic and his pals are all right
THE END!!!!!!!!
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